
EL/Multi-Language Curriculum Supports - Elementary

Wonders--Purple “Pop
Out “

Wonders--EL Small Group
(in SG section)

EL Small Group Guide Wonders--Newcomer Nat Geo
In the U.S.A.

Ellevation
Imagine Learning or Leixa

English

Grades K-6 K-5: Lesson is In Small
Group Guide

6: Lesson is in golden SG
pages

K-5

6 - still use Wonders EL

K-6 K-6 K-6

What it
looks like

These look different
during each lesson. Some
examples are below:

K-5: Book is in
Differentiated section,
lesson is in SG Guide

6th grade: in Golden
pages for Small group

*Every teacher K-5 has
this book.
*Every school has an
additional book per
grade for pull-out options

*Every teacher K-5 has
this resource.
*Every school has an
additional set for pull-out
options.

*This is for small-group
*Each school has one kit

Ellevation: Data
Dashboard & lesson plans
for K-12

Student Software
Lexia English

Description Purple Pop Outs are
found throughout the
Teachers Edition to
provide scaffolded
support throughout Tier 1
lessons.
These are often leveled
according to EL levels of
proficiency.
They are generally
scaffolded support and
often SIOP strategies.

Found in the Teacher
Edition, small group
lessons are provided to
reinforce Tier 1 instruction.
The lessons include
background knowledge,
reading text, fluency, and
comprehension
connections.
The lexile level is in
between the
Approaching and On
levels. This allows for the
ability to level up once
the student can read the
text fluently with
comprehension.

This Small Group Guide
scaffolds Tier I instruction.
It provides additional
support for ELs for
building background
knowledge and
supporting language
acquisition during Tier I.

6th grade only: Continue
to use Wonders EL

This resource is targeted
for students that are new
to the country and have
limited to no English.

The lessons focus on
practical everyday
vocabulary and focus on
helping the student to
speak and apply some
basic writing skills.

A more intensive resource
targeting students that
are new to the county
and have limited to no
English.

The lessons use explicit
literacy skill instruction
focusing on practical
everyday language and
vocabulary, scaffolding
all learning with visual
supports.

Admin/Teacher Software
ELLevation: A dashboard
and lesson bank for EsL
Lessons are aligned to EL
proficiency level.
Administrators can use
this platform to see all
academic information
about ELs.

Student Software
Lexia English: Scaffolds
ELD instruction for all
levels of EL students;
heavy focus on speaking
& listening with grammar/
reading


